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Ministerial Executive Summary

This policy brief focuses on the experiences of young people exposed to, engaging with, and

fighting information disorder via social media during Covid-19. Globally, young people are the

world’s largest and fastest growing age group, with 40% of the world’s population currently

younger than 24 years old. Where young people were once considered (and still often believe1

themselves to be) more resistant to Covid-19 infection than older groups, the fastest growing

global infection rates today are occurring among those in their twenties. A similar paradox2

emerges with information disorder: although young people frequently self-report high levels of

conviction that they can recognise misinformation online and do seem to recognise text-based3

manipulation (e.g. clickbait headlines) faster than older users, this appears to lessen when

visual material is involved. Indeed, a recent study in the U.S. found young people more likely4

than older users to believe misinformation related to Covid-19.5

5 Ognyanova, K., Lazer, D., & Baum, M. (2020). The State of the Nation: A 50 State COVID-19 Survey on
Misinformation and Vaccine Acceptance (p. 22). : The COVID-19 Consortium for Understanding the
Public’s Policy Preferences Across States.
http://www.kateto.net/covid19/COVID19%20CONSORTIUM%20REPORT%2014%20MISINFO%20SEP%
202020.pdf

4
See Nieman Lab (2018) Younger generations are actually better at telling news from opinion than

those over age 50 » Nieman Journalism Lab. (n.d.).

https://www.niemanlab.org/2018/10/younger-generations-are-actually-better-at-telling-news-from-opi

nion-than-those-over-age-50/

3 Kight, S. W. (2020). Gen Z is eroding the power of misinformation. Axios.
https://www.axios.com/gen-z-is-eroding-the-power-of-misinformation-5940e3cd-e3d0-44a1-b66c-93be45f
e1d2c.html

2 See World Health Organization (2020) “Virtual press conference on COVID-19 in the Western Pacific.”

.https://www.who.int/westernpacific/news/speeches/detail/virtual-press-conference-on-covid-19-in-the-western-

pacific
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A main concern of this brief is the fact that young people constitute the largest percentage of

believers in Covid-19 conspiracy theories, especially in wealthy countries with high levels of

education Social science and industry research reveals that as a consumer market, young6

people in these countries tend to favor messengers and messages perceived as ‘authentic’ (

alternately described as personally trustworthy, entertaining, or relatable) over messages

delivered by institutions that are driven solely by argument and presentation of facts.7

Misinformation formats like rumour, stigma and conspiracy likewise draw power from emotionally

driven narratives that appeal to authentically felt personal experience.8

Another concern is that the substantial amount of time young people have amassed on

platforms puts them at higher than average risk for ‘social pooling’ in algorithmically created

communities. Left undisturbed, these can stagnate, with young people who once thought9

themselves to be gathered according to consumer taste suddenly charged with navigating

disturbing levels of ideological polarisation and/or online grooming efforts by organised political

extremists.10

This brief addresses how the public health sector along with a coalition of civil servants,

technology companies, CSOs (civil society organisations), and researchers should understand

10 See, for example, See UN chief: Extremists using COVID-19 to recruit online youths. (2020, April 28).
AP NEWS. https://apnews.com/article/a6cf967c03f7ff00e170949a9eaeb11a. See also Stewart, Selina.
(2020, April 20). Covid-19: Conspiracy Theories and Extremist Grooming – Government Events.
https://www.governmentevents.co.uk/covid-19-conspiracy-theories-and-extremist-grooming/
Tinnes, J. (2020). Internet-Driven Right-Wing Terrorism. Perspectives on Terrorism, 14(3), 168–189.
JSTOR. https://doi.org/10.2307/26918306

9 Throughout this brief, the term “pooling” is used to refer to algorithmic sorting of users into
platform-based groups, as a way to bypass more common but largely inaccurate terms like “echo
chamber” and “filter bubble.” For more see the “Ideological Communications Circuit” framework in this
document. See also Bruns, A. (2019). Filter bubble. Internet Policy Review, 8(4).
https://policyreview.info/concepts/filter-bubble

8 These modalities have been assessed as the top misinformation threats globally.  Islam, M. S.,et al..
(2020). COVID-19–Related Infodemic and Its Impact on Public Health: A Global Social Media Analysis.
The American Journal of Tropical Medicine and Hygiene, 103(4), 1621–1629.
https://doi.org/10.4269/ajtmh.20-0812

7 For more, see Banet-Weiser, S. (2012). Authentic TM The Politics of Ambivalence in a Brand Culture.
Journal of Consumer Culture, 14(1), 129–131. https://doi.org/10.1177/1469540513511020

6 In a British context, see Duffy, Bobby, & Allington, Daniel. (2020). Covid Conspiracies-and Confusions.
King’s College. https://www.kcl.ac.uk/policy-institute/assets/covid-conspiracies-and-confusions.pdf In an
Australian context, see COVID-19: Beliefs in misinformation in the Australian community | medRxiv.
(2020). https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2020.08.04.20168583v1
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and respond to  young people as they encounter, evaluate, and circulate information in social

media contexts.  Compiled by a media researcher at Macquarie University with twenty years

experience tracking young people’s internet use, this brief focuses on young people’s unique

needs in the areas of education, protection, and care. In correspondence with the WHO’s

already suggested framework for dealing with the infodemic, this brief covers the following11

terrain:

● It analyses the challenges of speaking about young people as a demographic to be

publicly served, when age disaggregated data collection is scarce outside of industry,

and conditions for protecting and regulating the behaviour of  young people differ across

institutions, nations, legal jurisdictions and digital platforms.

● It summarises the major challenges currently faced by young people during Covid-19,

with a focus on their self-perceptions of health exceptionalism, their economic precarity,

their mental health concerns, their low levels of institutional trust, their taste for

emotionally authentic messengers over argument-driven messaging, and their at-risk

status for extremist targeting.

● It describes how young people are currently navigating the infodemic, analysing their

perceptions and realities with regard to identifying and resisting health misinformation,

with a particular focus on  rumour, stigma and conspiracy theories.

● It considers how new patterns of social media use among young people pose challenges

for those fighting the infodemic. These include platform choices that emphasise

co-creating video, gaming, and live streaming; a preference for contextual ambiguous

visual communication practices like selfie, GIF and meme circulation; social engagement

styles that are largely determined by algorithmic protocols; and high awareness of the

demand to present and protect the ‘self as brand’ online by simultaneously proclaiming

an aversion to, yet engaging with internet ‘drama.;

This brief also assesses the effectiveness for young people of strategies currently used to battle

the infodemic, providing best practice examples of campaigns directed toward and led by young

people. The findings are as follows:

11 World Health Organisation (2020). An ad hoc WHO technical consultation managing the COVID-19
infodemic: Call for action. 15 September. https://www.who.int/publications-detail-redirect/9789240010314
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● Debunking is most effective when used among trusted communicators (to avoid

shaming dynamics); least effective when in online environments devoted to

entertainment, where it can be perceived as combative.

● Pre-bunking is most effective when results are shared as part of an online socialisation

process; least effective when effective pre-bunking games languish unpublicised online.

● Media literacy is most effective when it is updated to reflect platform, algorithmic, and

datification dynamics; least effective when it treats online communication as if it were an

extension of broadcast media.

● Prohibitive efforts are most effective when they occur via platform regulation (e.g.

flagging content, removing users for violations, etc.); least effective when occurring via

legal regulation (because of varying age limits for criminal prosecution of young people.)

● Info-activism is most effective when it occurs as a spontaneous on the ground response

to an event (e.g. K-pop activists organising against alt-right misinformation campaigns on

Twitter); least effective when it is perceived as opportunism (often referenced as ‘you are

using us for clout.’)

● Influencing is most effective when messengers are perceived as authentic, funny,

speaking from personal experience and/or  ‘one of us’; least effective when messages

appear official, mechanical, and/or delivered solely for compensation.

● Nudging is most effective in environments where users have been primed to expect

brief interruptions (e.g. gaming platforms) and use certain tools (e.g. online stickers);

least effective when it is perceived as too frequent, or too overbearing.

The recommendations in this brief are grounded in four frameworks. Each provides researchers,

educators, policy makers, and practitioners interlocking perspectives on how young people

receive information online; how they find themselves within separate ‘pools on the same

platforms; how their social regulation processes mimic social media logics;  and how young

people deploy concepts like authenticity as code terms to describe their perceptions of

environmental risk.

4



● The Influence Ecosphere framework helps explain how and why information with a

high emotional charge seems to dominate social media flows. It can be especially useful

for understanding dynamics like the  spread of viral rumours online.

● The Ideological Communication Circuit illustrates how social media market

segmentation technologies like personalisation, customisation and ratings wind up

pooling users into communities of ideological self-reinforcement. This framework can be

useful for understanding how particular conspiracy theories map to particular

demographics online.

● The Social Media Shame Cycle can be useful for understanding how personal and

social stigma is communicated in online contexts, and when opportunities exist for policy

makers, platform owners, activists, educators and health practitioners to engage in

various forms of intervention, such as dialogue, confrontation, education, and care.

● The Social Media Risk Matrix helps explain how young people have learned to

incorporate the dynamics described above into self- perceptions of their emotional,

economic, and physical risk, online  and off. This framework can aid anyone seeking to

better understand young people’s tendency to narrate their experiences of trust and

distrust through the language of authenticity, referencing both personal embodiment (e.g.

authentically feeling a certain way about something or someone), and social mediation

(e.g. deliberating the authenticity of others; knowing that our authenticity is likewise

being assessed.)

This brief offers actionable insights for addressing the needs of young people in three critical

areas during the infodemic: protection, care, and inclusion.  These have been allocated

according to four stakeholder groups: policy makers, platform owners, members of civil society

(usually in the fields of health, education, and/or activism), and researchers (usually in policy,

health, media, and/or education.)  This brief includes advice on how to:

● Collect and document young people’s experiences with misinformation while protecting

their right to inclusion, consent, privacy, and data protection.

● Stay abreast of new technological and social challenges connected to young people by

forging alliances between policy makers and platforms.
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● Boost the impact of relevant, local, authoritative information by understanding which

sorts of messengers young people trust, where and when messages should appear,

and which delivery styles young people trust most .

● Foreground young people in the fight against misinformation by tapping into

acknowledging their demographic expertise, their tactical mastery of preferred

communication styles, and their demonstrated effectiveness in the realm of information

activism.

● Assess early warning signs of young people at risk within Social Media Shame Cycles,

rather than waiting until they prove harmful to themselves or others.

The policy recommendations in this document are informed by a corpus of research conducted

by organisations focused on protecting and empowering young people globally; organisations

measuring cultural attitudes during Covid-19; organisations devoted to assessing attitudes

towards the press, the internet, and social media; organisations who track social media use

among young people for industry purposes; organisations developed to promote health, media,

digital and data literacy; as and organisations explicitly committed to fighting misinformation,

such as the Shorenstein Center and First Draft. The frameworks discussed in this brief have

been reviewed by professionals in the fields of risk communication and media studies, as well as

experts in the health field, including the CDC and WHO.  Feedback from these reviews has

been incorporated into each framework.

In their WHO policy brief addressing media manipulation during Covid-19 , the Shorenstein12

Center introduces a framework for understanding the chronology of misinformation flows called

the Media Manipulation Lifecycle. We endorse the use of this model, as well as the valuable13

13 Donovan, J. (2020). The Lifecycle of Media Manipulation. In The Verification Handbook 3. European
Journalism Centre. Retrieved November 6, 2020, from
https://datajournalism.com/read/handbook/verification-3/investigating-disinformation-and-media-manipulat
ion/the-lifecycle-of-media-manipulation

12 Donovan, Joan, Frieberg, Brian, Lim, Gabrielle, Leaver, Nicole, Nilsen, Jennifer, & Dreyfuss, Emily.
(2020). Mitigating Media Manipulation During an Infodemic : Policy brief for the World Health
Organisation. Shorenstein Center. Uncirculated Draft.
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advice offered by First Draft directed toward platform owners, researchers teachers and14 15

information activists seeking to combat misinformation. Like the Shorenstein Center, this brief16

calls for a “whole of society” networked response to issues surrounding  the infodemic, where

stakeholders in the private sector, public sector, and civil society are able to work toward a

common goal – to provide accurate health information. To this we add the following charge:

delivering accurate health information and caring for society’s most politically vulnerable

members are tasks that ought to go hand in hand. What follows are suggestions for coordinating

such an effort with and on behalf of young people across the world.

16 We also echo Shorenstein Center’s long-range recommendations to understand how political
cleavages, wedge issues, and socioeconomic issues affect the spread of misinformation among
people;monitor the community’s perception of trust in media and authorities to understand how best to
address them, and continuously call for transparency by technology companies.

15 See for example, Ultimate beginner’s guide on how to monitor content on TikTok—First Draft. (n.d.).
https://firstdraftnews.org/long-form-article/ultimate-beginners-guide-on-how-to-monitor-content-on-tiktok/

14 See for example, First Draft (2020)  Why we need a Google Trends for Facebook, Instagram, Twitter,
TikTok and Reddit.
.https://firstdraftnews.org/latest/data-voids-google-trends-for-facebook-instagram-twitter-tiktok-and-reddit/
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Background, Context & Scope

Introduction

This policy brief focuses on the experiences of young people exposed to information disorder

during Covid-19. The WHO characterises the current state of global health communications as17

an infodemic, with too much health information to take in, much of it inaccurate and

contradictory. Overloaded at the cognitive level, and tasked with navigating environments18

frequently charged with emotional conflict, young people find it harder to assess risks and make

rational choices regarding their health practices. Where clarity, education and care should be,

the main variants of information disorder--rumour, conspiracies and stigma--flourish.

A recent UNICEF U-Report found that  four out of five young people have been exposed to

Covid-19-related misinformation, which at this writing has led to  800 deaths and 580019

hospitalisations globally. Although misinformation is frequently associated solely with social20

media use, it need not be.  Just as we can post a photo of the ‘real world’ on social media, so

too can information move from online contexts to offline ones.  For young people, this can

happen through conversations with relatives, visits home from school, or requests to translate

20 Ibid.
19 Get this citation from Lis (in her Indonesia proposal)

18 World Health Organisation(2020) An ad hoc WHO technical consultation managing the COVID-19
infodemic: Call for action 15 September. https://www.who.int/publications-detail-redirect/9789240010314

17 A recent literature review categorised ‘information disorder’ according to six genres and eight
agents,  each of which affects young people. Genres include:  disinformation (deliberately spread);
misinformation (unintentionally spread); malinformation (possibly true, but damaging, and  generally
hyper-partisan); online propaganda (purely promotional); fake news (false and generated to promote
profit); clickbait (true but sensationalised); rumours (non-confirmed information); and conspiracy theories
(false stories positioned against common knowledge.)  Agents of information include politicians; trolls
(unpaid individuals, as well as groups working in ‘troll farms’); fake news sites; conspiracy theorists;
mainstream media; highly partisan news outlets; foreign governments; and bots (generally working to
increase followers or likes and/or attack dissident views, but can also be deployed to alter search engine
results, etcTucker, J., Guess, A., Barbera, P., Vaccari, C., Siegel, A., Sanovich, S., Stukal, D., & Nyhan, B.
(2018). Social Media, Political Polarization, and Political Disinformation: A Review of the Scientific
Literature. SSRN Electronic Journal. https://doi.org/10.2139/ssrn.3144139
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for a community. Especially when engaging with young people who live among migrant21

communities or in environments like refugee camps, these distinctions matter.22

Young People: Defining a Demographic

For the purposes of this  brief, young people will be defined as those between the ages of 16-24.

When evaluating research on young people,  it is important to understand that there are at

present no global standards for disaggregating data by age. This has led to multiple (and23

sometimes contradictory) understandings of who young people are, and how to study them.24

Figure 3  below compares policy and industry approaches to categorising young people, which

tends to name ‘generations’ according to year of birth. For industry researchers,  ‘young people’

covers Generation Z, and sometimes, Generation Alpha.25

The behaviour of young people is frequently regulated at national and statutory levels, where

guiding terms are: age of protection; statutory age; age of majority; and purchasing age. When

discussing how young people produce, consume and circulate disinformation and

misinformation, these distinctions matter. Consider, for instance, the rise of teenagers spreading

disinformation while working for  so-called ‘troll farms.’ While there are a number of  laws26

26 For an example of young people spreading disinformation, see Turning Point Action enlists teenagers in
“troll farm” spreading coordinated pro-Trump messaging—The Washington Post.
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/turning-point-teens-disinformation-trump/2020/09/15/c84091ae-f
20a-11ea-b796-2dd09962649c_story.html

25 See, for example McCrindle. (2020). Understanding the impact of COVID-19 on the emerging
generations. https://nla.gov.au/nla.obj-2858307714

24 For example, the  WHO currently defines young people as those between the ages 10-24, with  two
overlapping cohorts: adolescents (10-19 years) and youth (15-24. By comparison, the  Johns Hopkins
Global Covid-19 Attitudes Report only segments its responses by those aged older and under 31 years.
See KAP COVID. Johns Hopkins Center for Communication Programs. Retrieved October 31, 2020, from
https://ccp.jhu.edu/kap-covid/

23 Does COVID-19 Affect the Health of Children and Young People More Than We Thought? The case for
disaggregated data to inform action. (n.d.). Retrieved November 19, 2020, from
https://www.unicef-irc.org/publications/1108-does-covid-19-affect-the-health-of-children-and-young-people
-more-than-we-thought.html

22 See  for example: Malachowska, A,et. al. . (2020). Exploring the Impact of COVID 19 on Adolescents in
Jordan’s Refugee Camps and Host Communities. GAGE: Gender Adolescents Global Evidence.
https://data2.unhcr.org/en/needs-assessment/1457 . See also Coda Story (2020) Refugee Camp efforts
In a Kenyan refugee camp, a radio host fights Covid-19 disinformation.
https://www.codastory.com/disinformation/coronavirus-kenya-refugee-camp/

21 See, for example, In Mali’s COVID-19 fight, knowledge is power. (2020). Retrieved September 12,
2020, from https://www.unicef.org/coronavirus/malis-covid-19-fight-knowledge-power
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around the world designed to punish such activities, to be subject to such laws, a young27

person needs to be over the age of legal protection. Depending on the jurisdiction in which a

young person lives (which may be different to where they circulate disinformation or

misinformation) this can be as young as ten years, or as old as fifteen.

Equally important in the study and fight against misinformation is statutory age: the point at

which a young person can consent without a parent to medical procedures (including vaccine

inoculation) and/or activities like participating in research studies. Statutory age ranges by

activity and jurisdiction, and is normally between 14-18 years of age.  A final  categorisation

affecting young people is purchasing age, which can range from 16-21years of age, depending

upon jurisdiction and product.

Appendix 4 illustrates how these regulations overlap with platform approaches to young users.

On most social media platforms, a user can join at thirteen years old. On social media platforms

featuring sexually explicit content, a user must be eighteen. However, young people are under

the age of eighteen are frequently subject to additional content restrictions, and on platforms28

where young users dominate, some activities that might be harmful to young people are banned

for all. 29

Of course, young people identify as much more than their age. Identity is an intersectional

phenomenon, and especially when it comes to gender, race, religion, or outsider status, young

people are as vulnerable as anyone else to stigma. An increasingly important way young30

people distinguish themselves is through taste. This is done by signalling a preference  for

particular consumer goods and brands or for entertainment practices and formats that signal

30 For a broader discussion of how intersectionality figures in online conversations about misogynoir and
other stigmatising practices , see Board, W. E. (2020). ‘Intersectionality Went Viral’: Toxic Platforms,
Distinctive Black Cyberfeminism and Fighting Misogynoir - An Interview with Kishonna Gray. Westminster
Papers in Communication and Culture, 15(1), 68–73. https://doi.org/10.16997/wpcc.367

29 Instagram’s ban on posing with weapons. Get citation
28 TikTok’s ban on weight loss ads directed to users under 18. Get citation

27 Law Library of Congress. (2019). Initiatives to Counter Fake News in Selected Countries (p. 111).
https://www.loc.gov/law/help/fake-news/counter-fake-news.pdf
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adherence to (or at times, divergence from) group norms. Social media platforms encourage31

and track such  “taste performances” , organising users online according to their preferences,32

which are later marketed as evidence of consumer sentiment.33

Young People: Experiences and Attitudes During Covid-19

This section describes the features that appear to typify young people’s experiences of

Covid-19, globally. These include a belief in personal health exceptionalism; high levels of

economic precarity, high levels of emotional distress; high levels of vulnerability for domestic

abuse; and high levels of vulnerability for targeting by extremist organizations.

Health exceptionalism. Although infection rates continue to rapidly rise among young people

(especially among those in their twenties) , many maintain they aren’t at high risk for Covid-134 35

This belief in  “health exceptionalism” appears to have originated from young people’s early

experiences in the pandemic, when they were told they were not at high risk for contracting the

virus and were sent to work and to school.

High economic and educational precarity. Young people around the world report high levels

of concern over economic and education-related issues, with greater concern across migrant36

36
International Labor Organisation (2020) Youth & COVID-19: Impacts on jobs, education, rights and mental

well-being. http://www.ilo.org/global/topics/youth-employment/publications/WCMS_753026/lang--en/index.htm.

See also Policy Brief: COVID-19 and People on the Move - June 2020 - World. (n.d.). ReliefWeb. Retrieved

September 12, 2020, from https://reliefweb.int/report/world/policy-brief-covid-19-and-people-move-june-2020.

35 According to Johns Hopkins Medical Center, 44 % of Americans and 41% of Indonesian respondents
under 31 believe they are at lower risk than others for infectionSee  John Hopkins Medical Center (2020) KAP
COVID Study,  July https://ccp.jhu.edu/kap-covid/ According to a recent UNICEF poll, one-third of youth in
Latin America and the Carribean believe they are not at risk for the disease. One third of youth in Latin

America and the Caribbean believe they are not at risk from disease, new UNICEF poll shows.”

34 See World Health Organization (2020) “Virtual press conference on COVID-19 in the Western Pacific.”

.https://www.who.int/westernpacific/news/speeches/detail/virtual-press-conference-on-covid-19-in-the-western-

pacific

33 For more on this process, see McStay, A. (2018). Emotional AI: The Rise of Empathic Media. SAGE.

32 Liu, H. (2007). Social Network Profiles as Taste Performances. Journal of Computer-Mediated
Communication, 13(1), 252–275. https://doi.org/10.1111/j.1083-6101.2007.00395.x , Abdin, C. (2014).
#In$tagLam: Instagram as a Repository of Taste, a Burgeoning Marketplace, a War of Eyeballs. In M.
Berry & M. Schleser (Eds.), Mobile media making in an age of smartphones. Palgrave Macmillan.

31 For a discussion of the relationship between branding and Instagram users, see Carah, N., & Shaul, M.
(2016). Brands and Instagram: Point, tap, swipe, glance. Mobile Media & Communication, 4(1), 69–84.
https://doi.org/10.1177/2050157915598180For a discussion of the rise of the “brand selfie,” see Sung, Y.,
Kim, E., & Choi, S. M. (2017). #Me and brands: Understanding brand-selfie posters on social media.
International Journal of Advertising, 1–15. https://doi.org/10.1080/02650487.2017.1368859
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populations. In wealthier countries, young people face a paradox: forced to work in insecure37

‘essential worker’ roles and take classes on campus, they  are frequently shamed by

mainstream media  as  ‘partying super spreaders’ while at universities , public parks and38

beaches or gathering for activist causes like Black Lives Matter.39 40

High levels of concern for mental health, and vulnerability for domestic abuse and

violence. Young people are reporting higher than average levels of concern for their mental

health during the pandemic. In a recent study of young Australians, many reported that they

don't seek mental health assistance because they felt it was not as important as everything else

going on. Another important issue for young people globally is linked to marked rises in41

at-home harassment and physical abuse experienced during the pandemic .42

High targeting for political extremist grooming. Covid-19 lockdowns have ushered in a wave

of  online extremist activities across the political spectrum including efforts by movements like43

43 See, for example, See UN chief: Extremists using COVID-19 to recruit online youths. (2020, April 28). AP NEWS.
https://apnews.com/article/a6cf967c03f7ff00e170949a9eaeb11a. See also Stewart, Selina. (2020, April 20).
Covid-19: Conspiracy Theories and Extremist Grooming – Government Events.
https://www.governmentevents.co.uk/covid-19-conspiracy-theories-and-extremist-grooming/
Tinnes, J. (2020). Internet-Driven Right-Wing Terrorism. Perspectives on Terrorism, 14(3), 168–189.
JSTOR. https://doi.org/10.2307/26918306

42
Pereda, N., & Díaz-Faes, D. A. (2020). Family violence against children in the wake of COVID-19 pandemic: A

review of current perspectives and risk factors. Child and Adolescent Psychiatry and Mental Health, 14(1), 40.

https://doi.org/10.1186/s13034-020-00347-1

41
UN Foundation (2020) COVID-19 is Fueling a Mental Health Crisis For the World’s Youth. . Unfoundation.Org. 16

October https://unfoundation.org/blog/post/covid-19-is-fueling-a-mental-health-crisis-for-the-worlds-youth/

40 Trump falsely ties climbing Covid-19 cases to Black Lives Matter protests | Donald Trump | The
Guardian. (n.d.). Retrieved November 7, 2020, from
https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2020/jul/22/trump-coronavirus-briefing-black-lives-matter-protests

39 Blamed for ignoring the coronavirus warnings, young people say it’s not all “quarantine parties.” (2020,
March 23).
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2020-03-24/young-people-hit-back-on-social-distancing-coronavirus-rules/12
081526

38 Covid on campus: Students fed up with being blamed for virus spike—BBC News. (2020.). Retrieved
November 7, 2020, from https://www.bbc.com/news/election-us-2020-54483275

37 See You, D., Lindt, N., Allen, R., Hansen, C., Beise, J., & Blume, S. (2020). Migrant and displaced
children in the age of COVID-19: How the pandemic is impacting them and what can we do to help. 2, 8.

The OECD reports that prior to the pandemic, young people were 2.5 times more likely to be
unemployed than people aged 25-64, one in eight young people lived in poverty. During the
pandemic, those who can find employment are often doing temporary or part-time work, and can
easily slip below the poverty line within 3 months, should their income suddenly stop or decline,
affecting their access to housing, ability to pay back school loans, etc.
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the Alt-Right, who already have a long and documented history of grooming and  recruitment

efforts waged over young people's gaming platforms.44

Young People: Ongoing Perceptions & Preferences

This section describes attitudes that have characterised young people prior to the pandemic,

and continue to shape their attitudes and perceptions of the current moment. These include: low

levels of institutional trust; a  preference for messengers over messages; a tendency to

resonate w more strongly with feelings more than facts.

Low levels of trust. As a cohort, young people report substantially lower levels of trust than the

general population in both government institutions and social media platforms.Less than half of

young people (45%) across the OECD countries express trust in government; further45

decreased among marginalised communities. In a recent Axios survey, 83% of young people46

identified social media as their primary source of news, with 93% reporting they found news over

social media to be untrustworthy.47

Tendency to trust messengers first, and messaging second. Industry studies show young

people are increasingly turning to influencers, celebrities, spokespeople and brands as sources

47 Kight, S. W. (2020.). Gen Z is eroding the power of misinformation. Axios. from
https://www.axios.com/gen-z-is-eroding-the-power-of-misinformation-5940e3cd-e3d0-44a1-b66c-93be45f
e1d2c.html According to a recent Reuters report, young people do see traditional media as more
credible, yet avoid stories there, finding them too downbeat, narrow, repetitive, and driven by
nationalist biases for their tastes. See How Young People Consume News and the Implications for
Mainstream Media. (n.d.). Reuters Institute for the Study of Journalism.
https://reutersinstitute.politics.ox.ac.uk/our-research/how-young-people-consume-news-and-implications-
mainstream-media

46
See “Distrust of authority fuels virus misinformation for Latinos.” (2020, August 13). BorderReport.

https://www.borderreport.com/news/politics/distrust-of-authority-fuels-virus-misinformation-for-latinos/

45
OECD (2020) Youth and COVID-19: Response, recovery and resilience.

http://www.oecd.org/coronavirus/policy-responses/youth-and-covid-19-response-recovery-and-resilience-c40e61c

44 See Marwick, A., & Lewis, R. (2018). Media Manipulation and Disinformation Online (p. 106). Data &
Society. See also Massanari, A. L. (2018). Rethinking Research Ethics, Power, and the Risk of Visibility in
the Era of the “Alt-Right” Gaze. Social Media + Society, 4(2), 205630511876830.
https://doi.org/10.1177/2056305118768302
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of all sorts of information, including health information. While the propensity to gather ‘trusted48

influencers’ is most frequently remarked upon in discussions of young women, extremist49

groups like the Alt Right have long deployed influencer tactics in their communications with

young men. A recent study by Axios showed that young people were far more adept at50

identifying sponsored and influencer-driven material than their older counterparts. Argues

Jonathon Morgan, CEO of AI software company Yonder “Most older generations — even

millennials — don't always understand online influencer culture,”  and frequently mistake

influencer communications as disinformation or misinformation.51

High preference for narratives focused on authenticity of feeling. Over and again, industry

research shows that young consumers prefer messages delivered through feeling-driven

narratives built on claims to experience and authenticity, rather than purely evidence-driven

arguments built on presentations of facts. One upshot of this appears to be a  predisposition52

to conspiracy theories: monological belief systems in which any new information that threatens

existing beliefs is either neglected, or inserted in existing beliefs. Across all social media53

platforms, Covid-19 conspiracy theories appear woven into projects with larger political

narratives, such as the rise of conspiratorial group QAnon in the United States and Europe. In54

54
see Tiffany, S.  (2020.). The Women Making Conspiracy Theories Beautiful. The Atlantic.

https://www.theatlantic.com/technology/archive/2020/08/how-instagram-aesthetics-repackage-qanon/615364/

53 Goertzel, T. (1994). Belief in Conspiracy Theories. Political Psychology, 15(4), 731–742.
https://doi.org/10.2307/3791630

52
See ‘True Gen’: Generation Z and its implications for companies | McKinsey. (2018.).

https://www.mckinsey.com/industries/consumer-packaged-goods/our-insights/true-gen-generation-z-and-its-impli

cations-for-companies# .

51 Axios.
https://www.axios.com/gen-z-is-eroding-the-power-of-misinformation-5940e3cd-e3d0-44a1-b66c-93be45f
e1d2c.html

50 See Marwick, A., & Lewis, R. (2018). Media Manipulation and Disinformation Online (p. 106). Data &
Society. See also Massanari, A. L. (2018). Rethinking Research Ethics, Power, and the Risk of Visibility in
the Era of the “Alt-Right” Gaze. Social Media + Society, 4(2), 205630511876830.
https://doi.org/10.1177/2056305118768302

49
See Teens and the News: The Influencers, Celebrities, and Platforms They Say Matter Most, 2020 | Common

Sense Media.

https://www.commonsensemedia.org/research/teens-and-the-news-the-influencers-celebrities-and-platforms-they

-say-matter-most-2020  For an analysis of nurses as influencers see Kerr, H., Booth, R., & Jackson, K. (2020).

Exploring the Characteristics and Behaviors of Nurses Who Have Attained Microcelebrity Status on Instagram:

Content Analysis. Journal of Medical Internet Research, 22(5), e16540. https://doi.org/10.2196/16540

48 For a general discussion of influencers, see Abidin, C. (2018). Internet Celebrity: Understanding Fame
Online. Emerald Publishing Limited.
http://ebookcentral.proquest.com/lib/mqu/detail.action?docID=5247544
For a discussion of influencers and alt-right rhetoric, see Marwick, A., & Lewis, R. (2018). Media
Manipulation and Disinformation Online (p. 106). Data & Society.
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a recent study conducted by King’s College London, young people displayed the highest

numbers of belief for every major Covid-19 conspiracy, regardless of education level. In55

Australia, researchers found the majority of Covid-19 denialists were not just young, but white

and male. 56

New challenges: young people’s social media use patterns

Social media use has risen among all age groups during Covid-19, but industry research shows

that young people use social media differently than their older counterparts.This section

describes some of the distinct features of young people’s social media use.

Platform Preferences. Although young people continue to crave news and education content57

they prefer platforms that highlight collaborative entertainment activities, such as Tik Tok ,58

which allows for video creation and sharing, and Twitch, which frequently features users who59 60

live-stream themselves playing video games. Among social media users as a whole, the  top61

social media platforms are Facebook, YouTube and WhatsApp. By comparison, Gen Z62

consumers worldwide prefer Snapchat, Tik-Tok, Discord and Instagram. Even when it comes63

to news gathering, young people favor entertainment platforms over more traditional venues like

Facebook and Twitter.

63
How to Build a Winning Gen Z Strategy on Mobile. (2020). App Annie.

https://www.appannie.com/en/insights/reports/how-to-build-a-winning-gen-z-strategy-on-mobile/

62

61 In the U.S., the Pew Research Center reports that 97% of boys and 83% of girls play games online.
See 5 facts about Americans and video games | Pew Research Center. (2018.). September 18.
https://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2018/09/17/5-facts-about-americans-and-video-games/

60 AOC’s Among Us livestream hints at Twitch’s political power. (n.d.). MIT Technology Review. Retrieved
October 26, 2020, from
https://www.technologyreview.com/2020/10/21/1011038/aocs-among-us-livestream-hints-at-twitchs-politic
al-power/ Twitch Increasingly Appeals to Advertisers as Platform’s Non-Gaming Content Grows. (2020,
April 22). Morning Consult. https://morningconsult.com/2020/04/22/twitch-advertisers-brands/

59 Online video watching jumped 50% in this cohort during the pandemic. See

58 More Young Teens Use TikTok Than Facebook I Morning Consult. (n.d.). Morning Consult. Retrieved
November 7, 2020, from https://morningconsult.com/form/more-young-teens-use-tiktok-than-facebook/

57
How to Build a Winning Gen Z Strategy on Mobile. (2020). App Annie.

https://www.appannie.com/en/insights/reports/how-to-build-a-winning-gen-z-strategy-on-mobile/

56
COVID-19: Beliefs in misinformation in the Australian community | medRxiv. (2020).

https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2020.08.04.20168583v1

55
See, for example: Duffy, Bobby, & Allington, Daniel. (2020). Covid Conspiracies-and Confusions. King’s College.

https://www.kcl.ac.uk/policy-institute/assets/covid-conspiracies-and-confusions.pdf
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When it comes to misinformation, these preferences pose two major challenges. At the

technological level, the content of these platforms is often co-created, and/or embedded at

screen level, which often makes it difficult to source the origins of circulating material. At the64

regulatory level, the “just for fun”  tone of these platforms lends itself to lax policies around

misinformation. As reporter Daniel Kelley notes, although gaming platforms appear to be

growing in popularity as venues for political activities, no gaming platform has issued formal

guidelines regarding the spread of health misinformation on their platforms.”65

Communication Practices. A much-remarked upon feature of young people’s social media

use is their preference for communication through images. Emojis have taken on new meanings

during the pandemic , and selfies continue to remain a staple of personal expression and civic66

discussion , along with other photo material like reaction GIFs and memes . Because visual67 68

communication tends to signal differently to different communities of users, its meaning is69

always in some way local, yet the challenges posed by visual misinformation are global in70

70 For a provocative case study, see Images and misinformation in political groups: Evidence from
WhatsApp in India | HKS Misinformation Review. (7 July 2020.).

69Hameleers, M., Powell, T. E., Van Der Meer, T. G. L. A., & Bos, L. (2020). A Picture Paints a Thousand
Lies? The Effects and Mechanisms of Multimodal Disinformation and Rebuttals Disseminated via Social
Media. Political Communication, 37(2), 281–30 https://doi.org/10.1080/10584609.2019.1674979

68 For a discussion of selfies as civic witnessing and activist display, see Kuntsman, A. (2017). Selfie
Citizenship. Springer. For an example of government-mandated selfies during Covid-19, see Ieva was on
the phone to the ABC when the police showed up. (2020, April 24).
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2020-04-25/coronavirus-poland-tracking-quarantine-selfie-app/12173884

67

66 The Next Web Conversation, (2020) How the soap and crown emoji subtly communicate fears and
advice about coronavirus. The Next Web. May 5
https://thenextweb.com/syndication/2020/05/05/how-the-soap-and-crown-emoji-subtly-communicate-fears
-and-advice-about-coronavirus/
e Emoji get redesigned for COVID-19. (n.d.). Retrieved November 19, 2020, from
https://www.fastcompany.com/90480769/empty-toilet-rolls-and-hand-sanitizer-emoji-get-redesigned-for-co
vid-19 For general discussions emoji use, see Danesi, M. (2018). The Semiotics of Emoji: The Rise of
Visual Language in the Age of the Internet. Bloomsbury Academic.

65 This year alone, the game Animal Crossing has seen “users participating in in-game Black Lives
Matter vigils, anti–animal abuse raids, and rallies in support of protesters in Hong Kong (leading to a
ban of the game by the Chinese government).” Kelley, Daniel. 2020. “Disinformation Will Come for
Animal Crossing.” Slate
Magazine.(https://slate.com/technology/2020/09/animal-crossing-disinformation-policy.html).

64 There are a number of conversations circulating about solving this problem via  digital watermarking
and other technological strategies. See  Gugelmann, D., Sommer, D., Lenders, V., Happe, M., &
Vanbever, L. (2018). Screen watermarking for data theft investigation and attribution. 2018 10th
International Conference on Cyber Conflict (CyCon), 391–408.
https://doi.org/10.23919/CYCON.2018.8405027
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scope, argues First Draft researcher Hannah Guy, pointing out that “Graphs and charts—with

their uniform, scientific format...can give a false sense of authority.” A recent study of visual71

misinformation circulating  during Covid-19 confirms this. In addition to using visuals to provide

false evidence for claims (“helping to establish objects as specific as a diseased chicken or as

diffuse as a global conspiracy”) visual branding that appeared to represent reputable institutions

was frequently used to provide “authoritative agency” for claims. 72

Of all forms of visual communication, memes pose special challenges to those fighting

misinformation. The individual and institutional circulation of memes has been particularly73 74

active during this time: memes have been served a range of purposes during the pandemic.

While memes like “flatten the curve” deliver necessary health messaging in entertaining formats,

other sorts of Covid-19 related memes have been created for emotional coping, public75

shaming (discussed later in this brief), and exacerbating political polarization.76

Limor Shiffman defines memes as visual  artifacts that “(a) share common characteristics of

content, form, and/or stance; (b) are created with awareness of each other; and (c) are

circulated, imitated, and transformed via the Internet by multiple users.” The figure below77

represents how memes are frequently dominated by ‘in group’  practices, and images are

77
See Shifman, L. (2014). The cultural logic of photo-based meme genres. Journal of Visual Culture,

13(3), 340–358. For a general discussion of memes as public engagement, see Milner, R. M. (2016). The

World Made Meme: Public Conversations and Participatory Media. The MIT Press.

https://muse.jhu.edu/book/48294;

76
See Bhasin, T., Butcher, C., Gordon, E., Hallward, M., & LeFebvre, R. (2020). “Does Karen wear a

mask? The gendering of COVID-19 masking rhetoric.” International Journal of Sociology and Social

Policy, (ahead-of-print). https://doi.org/10.1108/IJSSP-07-2020-0293

75
See  Flecha Ortiz, J. A., Santos Corrada, M. A., Lopez, E., & Dones, V. (2020). Analysis of the use of

memes as an exponent of collective coping during COVID-19 in Puerto Rico. Media International

Australia, 1329878X20966379. https://doi.org/10.1177/1329878X20966379 .

74
For discussion of the rise of  “meme factories” worldwide, see Abidin, C. (2020). Meme factory

cultures and content pivoting in Singapore and Malaysia during COVID-19. Harvard Kennedy School

Misinformation Review, 1(3). https://doi.org/10.37016/mr-2020-031

73
For discussion of the rise of  “meme factories” worldwide, see Abidin, C. (2020). Meme factory

cultures and content pivoting in Singapore and Malaysia during COVID-19. Harvard Kennedy School

Misinformation Review, 1(3). https://doi.org/10.37016/mr-2020-031

72 See Brennen, J. S., Simon, F. M., & Nielsen, R. K. (2020). Beyond (Mis)Representation: Visuals in
COVID-19 Misinformation. The International Journal of Press/Politics, 194016122096478.
https://doi.org/10.1177/1940161220964780

71 First Draft. (2018.). Why we need to understand misinformation through visuals. from
https://firstdraftnews.org/latest/understanding-visual-misinfo/;

https://misinforeview.hks.harvard.edu/article/images-and-misinformation-in-political-groups-evidence-from
-whatsapp-in-india/ ;
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frequently altered to suit group needs, making it  difficult to assess meaning from an outsider’s

perspective. An image created by one group as a misinformation parody can easily circulate78

among others as accurate information.

Figure : Example of  meme progression

Politically speaking, memes present two challenges. Because they tend to be created and

circulate without it is relatively easy to amass groups of memes in what Joan Donovan dubs

“evidence collages” that seem to represent a groundswell of opinion, but actually originate from79

a few individuals. The second challenge is summed up by Donovan, who writes, “ Meme wars80

are tilted in favor of those willing to use negative stereotypes and cruelty to tap into broader

audiences. Memes that invoke racist, sexist, LGBTQ, and religious intolerance resonate with a

broad swath of internet users, particularly white men.”81

81

80 Beskow, D. M., Kumar, S., & Carley, K. M. (2020). The evolution of political memes: Detecting and
characterizing internet memes with multi-modal deep learning. Information Processing & Management,
57(2), 102170. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ipm.2019.102170

79 Donovan, J. (2020, October 27). Who Will Win the 2020 Meme War? MediaWell, Social Science
Research Council. https://mediawell.ssrc.org/expert-reflections/who-will-win-the-2020-meme-war/

78 See Senft, T. M., & Baym, N. K. (2015). Selfies Introduction ~ What Does the Selfie Say? Investigating
a Global Phenomenon. International Journal of Communication, 9(0), 19.
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Protocols. Even more than the general population, the online lives of young people are heavily

influenced by mechanisms like rankings, feeds, and trend--the result of algorithms  that have

been tracking them for almost a decade now. Although young people demonstrate higher than82

average understanding of algorithmic dynamics, it is unclear how much of this knowledge83

translates to autonomy, power or control. This matters, because platform dynamics pose84

particular challenges for those attempting to dislodge misinformation that ‘pools’ in communities

of ideological self-reinforcement, such as those involving stigma and/or conspiracy theories.

Procedures. As a cohort, young people display a conflicting awareness about their lives online.

On the one hand, they understand that the realities of surveillance capitalism require them to

curate their identities online in a way that  puts their best public face forward. On the other85

hand, young people rely on social media for activities like learning,  friendship and building

political solidarity--all of which require a degree of personal vulnerability. To manage, they86

have developed psychosocial procedures for assessing personal risk online that often turns on

a loathing for and fascination with online ‘drama.’ Regan and Sweet  identified three related87

functions of online drama among teen girls: it theatricalises social/relational aggression; it allows

self-regulation via social surveillance; and it works as entertainment. To reach young people,88

88 Regan, P. M., & Sweet, D. L. (2015). Girls and Online Drama: Aggression, Surveillance, or
Entertainment? In J. Bailey & V. Steeves (Eds.), EGirls, eCitizens (pp. 175–198). University of Ottawa
Press. http://www.jstor.org/stable/j.ctt15nmj7f.11

87
Anderson, Monica, & Jiang, Jingjing Jiang. (2018). Teens’ Social Media Habits and Experiences | Pew Research

Center. Pew Internet Research Center.

https://www.pewresearch.org/internet/2018/11/28/teens-social-media-habits-and-experiences/

86 Anderson, Monica, & Jiang, Jingjing Jiang. (2018). Teens’ Social Media Habits and Experiences | Pew
Research Center. Pew Internet Research Center.
https://www.pewresearch.org/internet/2018/11/28/teens-social-media-habits-and-experiences/

85 “Networking for Work” rose 40-% among young people. Global Web Index. (2020). Coronavirus:
Insights From Our Multinational Study Wave 5—GWI.
https://blog.globalwebindex.com/trends/coronavirus-multinational-study-5/
For more, see Senft, T. M. (2013). Microcelebrity and the branded self. In A Companion to New Media
Dynamics (pp. 346–354).

84 See Unicef, (2019) “Are children equipped to navigate post-truth societies? (March 28). Evidence for
Action. https://blogs.unicef.org/evidence-for-action/children-equipped-navigate-post-truth-societies/ ;
Humprecht, E., Esser, F., & Van Aelst, P. (2020).

83Public Attitudes Toward Computer Algorithms. Pew Research Center: Internet, Science & Tech.
https://www.pewresearch.org/internet/2018/11/16/public-attitudes-toward-computer-algorithms/

82 Harkens, A. (n.d.). Not just A-levels: Unfair algorithms are being used to make all sorts of government
decisions. The Conversation. Retrieved November 7, 2020, from
http://theconversation.com/not-just-a-levels-unfair-algorithms-are-being-used-to-make-all-sorts-of-govern
ment-decisions-145138
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it is critical to understand the significance of each of these functions within their

communities.

Frameworks for Understanding

The recommendations in this brief are grounded in four frameworks. Each provides researchers,

educators, policy makers, and practitioners interlocking perspectives on how young people

receive information online; how they find themselves within separate ‘pools’ on the same

platforms; how their social regulation processes mimic social media logics;  and how young

people deploy concepts like authenticity as code terms to describe their perceptions of

environmental risk. These frameworks incorporate and extend existing work in the social and

behavioural sciences in the areas of threat perception and navigation; socio-technical influences

on human behaviour;  psycho-social processes of decision-making, and responses to emotional

stress. 89

The Influence Ecosphere

The influence ecosphere framework helps explain how and why information with a high

emotional charge seems to dominate social media flows. It can be especially useful for

understanding dynamics like the  spread of viral rumours online, such as the recent

emergence of the  #FilmYourHospital conspiracy from a single tweet. Illustrated in the90

image below, this framework combines recent research in the fields of  emotional

communication, persuasive computing, and internet virality.91

91 Gruzd, A., & Mai, P. (2020). Going viral: How a single tweet spawned a COVID-19 conspiracy theory on
Twitter. Big Data & Society, 7(2), 2053951720938405. https://doi.org/10.1177/2053951720938405

90 Gruzd, A., & Mai, P. (2020). Going viral: How a single tweet spawned a COVID-19 conspiracy theory on
Twitter. Big Data & Society, 7(2), 2053951720938405. https://doi.org/10.1177/2053951720938405

89 Bavel, J. et. al. . (2020). Using social and behavioural science to support COVID-19 pandemic
response. Nature Human Behaviour, 4(5), 460–471. https://doi.org/10.1038/s41562-020-0884-z
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It is common to hear even the most seasoned social media users describe their online

social interactions as if they were organic processes. In truth, all exchanges over

platforms are the result of highly controlled operations, designed to amplify  ‘emotions

on the move,’ with the objective of keeping users online as long as possible.   The

Influence Ecosphere framework maps these operations by way of the following

elements: social media actors; automated events; psychological states; interface

triggering; social and platform drivers (including algorithmic tracking and platform

control); social discourses about social media at large; and specific social media

practices.

Figure : Influence Ecosphere

Social media actors include any ‘players’ engaged in exchanges online, be they individuals,

institutions, humans, or bots. Mediated events refer to moments (personal, social, political, etc.)

in the lives of users, ideally ones that can be automated. The most common of these are the

birthday announcements; the most frequent are notification alerts that let us know others have
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reacted to our posts, or updated their own. Events online and off trigger psychological states

in users ranging from positive, to negative, to liminal. In a recent analysis made by Brandwatch

of  Covid-19 posts around the world, the dominant psychological state appeared to be disgust,

and the second most was fear.92

In his review of the role of ‘persuasive technology’ in the history of platform design, Christian

Stocker likens contemporary interface triggers to psychologist BF Skinner’s boxes. “ Instead

of lights, speakers, levers, food pellets and electric shocks, the user interface designers of today

employ multimedia content, like, share and reaction buttons, likes, reactions and comments as

stimuli, actions and rewards. Although a substantial amount of research has been done linking93

what Megan Boler terms the ‘affective feedback loop’ to the release of ‘happiness chemicals’

like dopamine levels in the brain, Boler points out that emotions like outrage also figure in94

reward systems. For social media platforms, she points out, what makes money isn’t what95

keeps users happy, but what keeps “emotions on the move,” compelling users to spend more

time online. 96

Offline, emotions moved through populations by way of social drivers like gossip and social

contagion. Online, these dynamics combine with those of technological drivers, such as the

Social Media Shame Cycle, discussed later in this brief. Psychologists have observed that in

general, people need group identity-based motivations to share content, noting that when

96 Boler, M. (2018). The affective politics of the “post-truth” era_ Feeling rules and networked subjectivity.
Space and Society, 11.

95 Social Science in Humanitarian Action. (2020). Key considerations: Online information, mis- and
disinformation in the context of COVID-19.
https://www.socialscienceinaction.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/SSHAP-Brief.Online-Information.COVI
D-19.pdf

94 Haynes, Trevor. (2018, May 1). Dopamine, Smartphones & You: A battle for your time. Harvard
University Science in the News.
http://sitn.hms.harvard.edu/flash/2018/dopamine-smartphones-battle-time/

93 Stöcker, C. (2020). How Facebook and Google Accidentally Created a Perfect Ecosystem for Targeted
Disinformation. In C. Grimme, M. Preuss, F. W. Takes, & A. Waldherr (Eds.), Disinformation in Open
Online Media (pp. 129–149). Springer International Publishing.
https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-030-39627-5_11

92 Reported in How Do We Express Our Emotions Online? | Brandwatch. (n.d.). Retrieved November 19,
2020, from https://www.brandwatch.com/blog/react-research-online-emotions/
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content is emotionally fueled, it captures the attention of others. Platforms follow these97

exchanges by way of algorithmic tracking, noting properties like speed, frequency, user

location, and so forth. To amplify these emotions on the move, platforms provide technological

affordances, such as “like” buttons, upvote mechanisms, monetisation opportunities, and so

forth. To keep attention trained on some areas, others may need dampening: on platforms, this

is done via technological constraints that ‘drip’ information, reduce the frequency of users on

one’s feed, and so forth. From the user’s point of view these processes are felt before they are98

understood or even visible. When our emotional experiences with these processes are positive,

we express that through discourses about social media as a whole, using terms like

promoting, donating and even protesting. When our emotional experiences are negative, terms

like drama and trolling and bullying appear. Social media practices are mapped to thes

discourses, which is why they run the cultural gamut, from practices generally accepted (for

instance, using emojis) to things heavily contested (overly edited images, something that feels

like spam, etc.)

The  Ideological Communication Circuit

The Ideological Communication Circuit framework can be useful for understanding how

conspiracy theories map and other hard to dislodge beliefs begin to map to particular

demographics online. By invitation and default, user experiences online are increasingly shaped

by processes like customisation, personalisation, and ratings. Pitched  as time-saving ways to

‘‘optimise experience,’  an alarming byproduct of these market segmentation practices has been

the pooling of users into communities that put them at risk for ideological self-reinforcement.

This framework combines Young and Bleakly’s research on “ideological health spirals,” Axel99

Bruns’s thoughts on ‘filter bubbles,’ and Klein et. al.’s observations regarding conspiracy

narratives online.100

100 Klein, C., Clutton, P., & Polito, V. (2018). Topic Modeling Reveals Distinct Interests within an Online
Conspiracy Forum. Frontiers in Psychology, 9. https://doi.org/10.3389/fpsyg.2018.00189

99 Young, D. G. (2020). Ideological Health Spirals: An Integrated Political and Health Communication
Approach to COVID Interventions. 17.

98 Ibid

97 Brady, W. J., Crockett, M., & Bavel, J. J. V. (2019). The MAD Model of Moral Contagion: The role of
motivation, attention and design in the spread of moralized content online. PsyArXiv.
https://doi.org/10.31234/osf.io/pz9g6
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The Ideological Communication Circuit presents social media information as a flow, moving

through three sorts of user pools, online. Psycho-social pooling is characterised by thoughts

about personal identity and taste preferences. Statements along these lines include: “These are

things I like (or don’t like)”;  “This is what I find normal (or weird)”;  “This is what I find funny (or

cruel)” ;  “These are (or are not) my values.” Socio-political pooling is  characterised by

thoughts about social identity. Statements along these lines include: “I feel included here (and

sometimes, an outsider elsewhere)”; “I act in a  way that is consistent with my group (and

sometimes, distrust group members when they act otherwise); “I can distinguish my group from

others” (and “Iknow which are the most disliked ‘out-groups’ by those in my pool.”)

Techno-cultural pooling is  characterised by thoughts about social media  preferences and

informational interests, such as: “This is the platform/channel/news source everyone uses”;

“This topic is something I should (or don’t need to) know about, and “In my group, nobody

follows (or supports, or believes) this messaging (or this messenger.)”

Figure : Ideological Communication Circuit Framework
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This framework relies on the metaphor of pools, rather than the common “echo chamber” or

“filter bubble,” reflecting Axel Bruns’s observation that contrary to common wisdom, research

shows that most users have actually   “positively increased the diversity of their information diet,”

which has in turn “prevented them from becoming locked into ideological monocultures.” For101

Bruns, the echo chambers/filter bubbles discussion has morphed into a moral panic that

obscures a question that urgently needs addressing; namely,“Why and how have different

groups in society come to develop such highly divergent personal readings of the same

information?” 102

Polarisation occurs in two forms. Of these, attitudinal polarisation  (differing stands on issues) is

far easier to dislodge than affective polarisation  (liking or trusting an opposing party.) In a103

moment where political decisions are increasingly marketed as taste choices, affective

polarisation seems the order of the day on platforms like Tik Tok, where traditional political

communities like Trump Tik Tok sit side by side with publics generated by algorithms tracking104

the sort of content users seem to like online. When a young person says, “You don’t find Alt-Tik

Tok, Alt-Tik Tok finds you,” this is the dynamic they are referencing.  As the photo evidence

below suggests, Alt and straight on Tik Tok don’t signal sexual identifications, but ‘alternative’

and mainstream consumption tastes. The image below includes a joke that “Soon political

parties won't exist in America, and you will just have to identify as either Straight or Alt Tik-Tok.”

While many members of communities like  Alt Tik Tok do appear to lean toward progressive

politics, transferring boilerplate ideas about ideologically linked communities to platforms like Tik

Tok fails to explain why many Alt Tik Tokers are also part of Brand Tik Tok, where users devote

their time to personifying brands.

104 Epp, Julian. (2020). #SocialismSucks: Trump’sTikTok Teens. Dissent, 67(2), 16–20.

103 Boxell, L., Gentzkow, M., & Shapiro, J. (2020). Cross-Country Trends in Affective Polarization (No.
w26669; p. w26669). National Bureau of Economic Research. https://doi.org/10.3386/w26669

102
Ibid

101
See Bruns, A. (2019). Filter bubble. Internet Policy Review, 8(4).

https://policyreview.info/concepts/filter-bubble
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Figure : Alt & Brand Tik Tok

To begin to answer these questions, the Ideological Communication Circuit conceptualises

publics as pools made up of information that can stagnate if interventions are not made to not

periodically freshen its flows. These interventions might be at the user level (e.g. making

deliberate and new curatorial choices in order to vary information flow ); at the social level105

(sharing and discussing new information with one’s group); and/or at the platform level

(elevating or dampening the flow of certain types of information to certain parties by increasing

or limiting access in some way.)

At each pool depicted, this framework displays three challenges to keeping information flowing,

and polarisation from sedimenting. The first of these occurs at the psycho-social level, when

feeling wrong about one’s understanding of information can sometimes translate to feeling

wronged as an individual. When this occurs, Young points out, people resort to ego

reinforcement behaviours. One of these is denialism. Another is the Dunning Kruger effect106

(DKE):  a refusal to relinquish belief in one’s knowledge, expertise or ability, in spite of mounting

evidence to the contrary. The DKE may provide a plausible explanation for why young people

continue to insist they are less prone to misinformation than older generations.

106 Young, D. G. (2020). Ideological Health Spirals: An Integrated Political and Health Communication
Approach to COVID Interventions. 17.

105 Naderer, B., Heiss, R., & Matthes, J. (2020). The skilled and the interested: How personal curation
skills increase or decrease exposure to political information on social media. Journal of Information
Technology & Politics, 1–9. https://doi.org/10.1080/19331681.2020.1742843
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A socio-political inversion of the DKE can be found in the so-called “Imposter Syndrome,” in

which someone who can offer new knowledge or expertise feels insufficiently prepared to do so,

or else feels they lack ‘real’ authority within a particular context. Imposter syndrome can arise as

a result of the second challenge listed in the framework: social sorting. The final challenge

listed on the framework, informational fragmentation reflects the technological concerns voiced

by those who raise the “filter bubble” argument. For full polarisation to occur, however, this

technological realm must combine with psycho-social and socio-political stagnatation.

The Social Media Shame Cycle

This framework  has been designed to illustrate a pattern of social engagement ‘drama’ that

increasingly characterises all discussions with young people about information trustworthiness,

whether these discussions happen online, or off it.  Combining Crystal Abidin’s work on

“influencer drama cycles” and behavioural science research on the operation of shame and107

blame for social cohesion, the Social Media Shame Cycle can also be a useful way to

understand how the communication of stigma works online.

The Cycle involves four concurrent stages: shame, blame, mediation and remediation.  In public

consciousness, the cycles are  most recognisable when they appear as actions, or call to

actions such as public  ‘call outs’  of individuals and organisations perceived to have

transgressed the common good; large-scale ‘‘piling on” to protest a wrongdoing or a wrongdoer;

demands for public apologies staged over social media  (with accompanying assessments of

their authentic sincerity); and continued fascination with the dynamics of  so-called  ‘cancel

culture.’

107 Get citation from Crystal Abidin (new work 2020)
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The Social Media Shame Cycle

Shame: The feeling of shame is best described as a self-conscious awareness that one is

somehow out of sync with the norms of a particular group or  environment. Shame may or may

not incorporate feelings of guilt, which center on action ( “I feel guilty for doing that’), whereas

shame centers on identity (“I feel ashamed of myself.”) Two recent examples of institutional108

attempts to induce shame during Covid-19 are the Indonesian government’s requirement that

those breaking quarantine publicly dig graves (and have their photos spread across social

media), and the publication of the names (and photos) of two young Australians declared109

“Enemies of the State” for violating travel bans . As mentioned earlier, a great deal of Covid-19110

related shame relating to young people concerns their financial, educational and emotional

precarity, as well as the media’s characterisation of them as self-interested super spreaders .

For young people especially, shame is commonly voiced as a spectrum of feeling, with

awkwardness and embarrassment on the milder end, and humiliation at the most extreme point.

110 Citation
109 Citation

108 Stearns, P. N. (2017). Shame: A Brief History. University of Illinois Press.
https://doi.org/10.5406/j.ctt1vjqrq8
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Blame: In his historical overview of shame,  Stearns argues that while guilt and shame have

long been used to govern societies over the course of history, the two strategies tend to deliver

different psycho-social outcomes. When someone feels guilt, there generally follows a desire for

forgiveness. By comparison, people who feel shame first freeze, and then attempt to shift their

state by fleeing (self-isolation, avoidance), fighting (getting angry or aggressive), or both of

these. In the Blame part of the cycle, an individual attempts to lessen the emotional pressure of

shame by condemning  (consciously or not) a person, group, object and/or situation.

Condemnation can include oneself. Entry into the blame segment of the cycle is most readily

signalled through language that turns the speaker from subject to object, e.g. from  “I was

embarrassed” to “they embarrassed me.” The milder end of the blame spectrum can be seen in

words like  “annoys” or “frustrates”; the more extreme end includes words like “infuriates” and

“enrages.”

During Covid-19, “Life has been difficult, individuals and families have lost their jobs or lost

income, people’s lives have been constrained into small bubbles. All of this has reinforced

anxiety, anger and a desire to find someone to blame. To a substantial degree, these111

dynamics mimic those at regional, national and international levels. Many statements that

Covid-19 was developed as a bioweapon, for example, have come  from official sources.112

Among extremists, early denials of the pandemic appear to have morphed into a “ particular

focus on racial groups and promotion of antisemitic and xenophobic positions,” with Covid-19113

providing the “perfect opportunity for extremists to groom people, through the use of conspiracy

theories but also through a presence on social media.” 114

Mediation: in this part of the cycle,  blame moves from language to action, normally with efforts

to publicise, retaliate, or otherwise punish a blamed party. ‘Blaming and shaming’ practices

range from mild (resentment, gossip) to extreme (scapegoating, stigmatising.) As debates on

“mask shaming” in the United States make plain,  efforts to blame and shame have seen mixed

114 https://www.governmentevents.co.uk/covid-19-conspiracy-theories-and-extremist-grooming/

113https://gnet-research.org/2020/05/18/call-to-arms-social-media-and-far-right-narratives-of-covid-1
9/

112https://www.isdglobal.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/COVID-19-Briefing-01-Institute-for-Strate
gic-Dialogue-27th-March-2020.pdf

111 https://www.governmentevents.co.uk/covid-19-conspiracy-theories-and-extremist-grooming/
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results during Covid-19, particularly when such efforts move online . Consider the triptych115

featured below. The left-hand side features what might be called a pro-mask meme, designed to

shame anti-maskers. The middle image features an anti-mask meme, designed to shame

pro-maskers. The right-hand side features an anti-mask meme (depicting pro-maskers as

sheep) that has been marked with pro-mask comment, “This anti-mask meme is actually very

accurate insofar as that lion is going to kill everything else in the picture.”

Figure : Covid-19 and Masking Shame

Remediation: this part of the cycle account is best understood in terms of reactive responses to

blaming and shaming. These can range from actions signalling low interest in conflict (apology,

restitution, reconciliation) to high interest (censorship; defensiveness; counter-attack). Between

these poles are non-actions, such as ignoring blame, or evading it. With the proximity of

vaccines to fight Covid-19 on the horizon, it is worth considering in advance how current efforts

to shame any and all  “anti-vax” responses may well backfire into well-orchestrated

counter-attacks.

115 Coronavirus: How pro-mask posts boost the anti-mask movement. (2020, August 20). First Draft.
https://firstdraftnews.org:443/latest/coronavirus-how-pro-mask-posts-boost-the-anti-mask-movement/
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Intervention. Within and between each stage of the Social Shame Cycle, opportunities exist for

policy makers, platform owners, activists, educators and health practitioners to engage in

various forms of intervention. Understood here as action intended to prevent or alter the course

of events, interaction includes methods such as dialogue, confrontation, education, and care.In

general, these strategies tend to be most effective during early stages of emotional arousal:

awkwardness is easier to recover from than humiliation; irritation is more easily assuaged than

rage;  low-level resentment more easily redirected than entrenched cultural stigmatising. It

should also go without saying that intervention strategies should always be assessed for

contextual appropriateness. Just as confrontation strategies of police differ from those of health

practitioners, so too should dialogue strategies for teachers and students differ from those used

by close friends of similar ages and established bonds of trust.

Social Media Risk Matrix

This framework  provides a way to understand how young people have learned to incorporate

the dynamics described above into self-perceptions of risk in online environments. Combining

insights from the fields of public health, management science,  and youth culture research, it

characterises young people’s experiences online by way of the following elements:

● Risk, situated between poles of esteem, trust, shame and harm

● Esteem, amplified via online narratives of empowerment

● Trust, amplified via online dynamics of promotion

● Shame, amplified via online narratives of redemption

● Harm, amplified via online dynamics of controversy

● Authenticity, expressed as personal feeling and social discourse
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Figure :Social Media Risk Matrix

Risk. “Popular and professional ideas about risk often differ,” observes epidemiologist  James

Trostle. Health communications expert Gaya Gamhewage adds, “For experts, the risk is great116

when the hazard is great.”  By contrast, the public’s perception of risk is great “when their sense

of emotional engagement is great - fear, anger, outrage.” This relationship between actual117

and perceived risk is worth  exploring in greater detail with regard to young people.

In their efforts to designate ‘at risk’ populations for research purposes, The Belmont report118

identifies four categories of risk: physical (possibility of bodily harm); psychological (adversely

affecting the perception of self, emotional suffering); social (possibility of social stigmatisation)

and economic (bearing financial costs.) In research settings, young people under the age of

118 The Belmont Report | HHS.gov. (n.d.). Retrieved November 20, 2020, from
https://www.hhs.gov/ohrp/regulations-and-policy/belmont-report/index.html

117 Gamhewage, G. (2014). An Introduction to Risk Communication. WHO.
https://www.who.int/risk-communication/introduction-to-risk-communication.pdf?ua=1

116 Trostle, J. A. (2005). Perceiving and Representing Risk. In Epidemiology and Culture. Cambridge
University Press. http://ebookcentral.proquest.com/lib/mqu/detail.action?docID=228776
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eighteen are considered de facto at risk for exploitation by adults. Young people over eighteen

may be likewise deemed vulnerable if they have difficulty granting informed consent due to

cognitive disabilities, or as a result of living in an environment where physical or emotional

coercion exists, as in most domestic violence settings. All people are considered at risk if they

live in ‘difficult environments’ where daily life is unpredictable and permeated with fear, such as

conflict zones, politically repressive environments, authoritarian regimes, and/or areas where

‘terrorist’ groups predominate.119

Regardless of their perceptions of  health exceptionalism, young people have already found

themselves on the frontlines of risk for speaking out about health misinformation. in locations

like the Philippines , Vietnam and Nepal, they have met government censorship, pressure120 121 122

and pushback. In the U.S., American teenager Ethan Lindenberger (who frequently shares that

he turned to Reddit for answers when he first began questioning his parent’s resistance to

vaccines) has been repeatedly targeted by extremist factions for his pro-vaccine activist work.123

Whatever their political stance, all young people are at higher risk than the general population

for general harassment and bullying online, with girls particularly vulnerable.124

Esteem. Trostle notes that abstract arguments about the benefits of changing a behaviour  will

always be less effective with patients than laying out “the real risk a disease would pose to their

plans and dreams.” In social media spaces, positive reinforcement for one’s ‘plans and125

dreams’ by way of the Influence Ecosphere where every user must undertake a mental calculus

to determine whether risks (of potential exposure, censure, ridicule, harm) are worth the rewards

125 Trostle, J. A. (2005). Perceiving and Representing Risk. In Epidemiology and Culture. Cambridge
University Press. http://ebookcentral.proquest.com/lib/mqu/detail.action?docID=228776

124 Infographic: Young People Are More at Risk to Be Harassed Online. (n.d.). Statista Infographics.
Retrieved October 31, 2020, from https://www.statista.com/chart/2866/online-harassment/

123 18-year-old who has advocated for vaccines is now target of harassment. (n.d.). Retrieved November
20, 2020, from https://www.statnews.com/2019/06/28/ethan-lindenberger-vaccines-harassment/

122 ABC News (2020.). Young protesters force Nepal to better manage virus crisis. ABC News.
https://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/young-protesters-force-nepal-manage-virus-crisis-729435
81

121 Nguyen, A. (2020, May 8). Vietnam’s Government Is Using COVID-19 to Crack Down on Freedom of
Expression. Slate Magazine.
https://slate.com/technology/2020/05/vietnam-coronavirus-fake-news-law-social-media.html

120 Duterte’s troll armies drown out Covid-19 dissent in the Philippines—Coda Story.
https://www.codastory.com/disinformation/information-war/philippines-troll-armies/

119 Pearce, K. E. (2020). Unintended Consequences of Using Digital Methods in Difficult Research
Environments. In The Oxford Handbook of Networked Communication.
https://doi.org/10.1093/oxfordhb/9780190460518.013.26
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(of appeal, connections, friendships, inclusion, monetary rewards, etc.) In persuasive computing

circles, this calculus has been codified as the The Fogg Behavioural Model (FBM) consisting of

three tiers: personal motivations; capacities for action (shaped by factors like time, money,

physical effort, mental effort, and routine), and prompts to trigger engagement.126

Trust. Trust can be understood as ‘‘the willingness to increase one’s vulnerability to another

person whose behavior is not under one’s control,” writes management scholar Dale Zand.127

For young people, willingness tends to be assessed using the language of authenticity. A

common way young people signal an erosion of trust is by moving from discussions that frame

authenticity as an experience felt in the body (e.g. “I really like you”), to deliberations that frame

it as a performance that can and should be collectively evaluated (e.g.  “they don’t seem

sincere.”)  While engaged in the Influence Ecosphere, these shifting understandings of

authenticity are often mapped onto discussions of what ‘really’ goes on in social media

environments, which can sometimes be a young person’s way of indicating their personal

engagement with the Social Media Shame Cycle.

Shame. Although shame was discussed at length earlier, it is worth noting which individuals and

groups are most at risk for shame responses.  From a psychological perspective, some people's

personalities are just more shame prone (whereas others are more guilt prone.) From a128

developmental perspective, individuals or groups who have current or prior experiences with

trauma and/or stigma tend to be more prone to shame. From a  sociological perspective, socially

dominant groups are at far lower risk for shame than subdominant groups.

Harm. When algorithmically enhanced controversies burn too hot online,  actual harm can

emerge offline.  When successful interventions are made to mitigate these, trust levels might be

re-evaluated as transformed. From a health communications perspective, these interventions

map to general principles of risk management:  raising awareness; encouraging protective

128 Stearns, P. N. (2017). Shame: A Brief History. University of Illinois Press.
https://doi.org/10.5406/j.ctt1vjqrq8

127 Zand, DTrust and Managerial Problem Solving on JSTOR. (n.d.). Retrieved November 20, 2020, from
https://www.jstor.org/stable/2393957?origin=crossref

126 Agha, S., Tollefson, D., Paul, S., Green, D., & Babigumira, J. B. (2019). Use of the Fogg Behavior
Model to Assess the Impact of a Social Marketing Campaign on Condom Use in Pakistan. Journal of
Health Communication, 24(3), 284–292. https://doi.org/10.1080/10810730.2019.1597952
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behaviour;  reducing anxiety and outrage; improving relationships through dialogue, cooperation

and network-building; and involving people in decision making processes. 129

Fighting the Infodemic: Strategies to Date

This section describes the most current strategies for fighting information disorder, evaluating

their strengths and weaknesses vis a vis young people. Throughout, examples of best practice

are provided of efforts targeted at young people, and led by them. Social responses include

debunking; pre-bunking; information activism; and influencing. Institutional responses include

education; legislation; regulation; and nudging.

Debunking. The classic approach to correcting misinformation has been to concentrate on

providing verifiable facts, and countering objections with evidence-driven arguments. This tactic

is commonly known as debunking. For some, timing is a critical element in the debunking130

process:  Claire Wardle of First Draft suggests  misinformation that is corrected too early may

receive “unintended oxygen,” allowing it to spread further. However, insists Timothy Caulfied,131

“the evidence is far from definitive, and what evidence is available suggests it doesn’t often

happen.” At least as important is how to debunk: UNICEF advises addressing the underlying132

cause of misinformation; communicating in ways that focus on solutions; emphasizing self

efficacy, hope and agency; and promoting trust through dialogue and questions.” 133

133 UNICEF. (2020). Countering Online Misinformation Resource Pack.
https://www.unicef.org/eca/media/13636/file

132 Caulfield, Timothy. (2020). CHAPTER B-4: Does Debunking Work? Correcting COVID-19
Misinformation on Social Media. In Vulnerable: The Law, Policy and Ethics of COVID-19. CanLII.
https://commentary.canlii.org/w/canlii/2020CanLIIDocs1866#!fragment/zoupio-_Tocpdf_bk_22/BQCwhgzi
BcwMYgK4DsDWszIQewE4BUBTADwBdoAvbRABwEtsBaAfX2zhoBMAzZgI1TMATEICUAGmTZShCAE
VEhXAE9oAcjXiIhMLgQKlqjVp16QAZTykAQqoBKAUQAyDgGoBBAHIBhB+NJgfNCk7KKiQA

131 What Role Should Newsrooms Play in Debunking COVID-19 Misinformation—Google Search. (n.d.).
Retrieved November 20, 2020, from
https://www.google.com/search?q=What+Role+Should+Newsrooms+Play+in+Debunking+COVID-19+Misi
nformation&rlz=1C5CHFA_enAU901AU902&oq=What+Role+Should+Newsrooms+Play+in+Debunking+C
OVID-19+Misinformation&aqs=chrome..69i57.1094j0j1&sourceid=chrome&ie=UTF-8

130 Caulfield, Timothy. (2020). CHAPTER B-4: Does Debunking Work? Correcting COVID-19
Misinformation on Social Media. In Vulnerable: The Law, Policy and Ethics of COVID-19. CanLII.
https://commentary.canlii.org/w/canlii/2020CanLIIDocs1866#!fragment/zoupio-_Tocpdf_bk_22/BQCwhgzi
BcwMYgK4DsDWszIQewE4BUBTADwBdoAvbRABwEtsBaAfX2zhoBMAzZgI1TMATEICUAGmTZShCAE
VEhXAE9oAcjXiIhMLgQKlqjVp16QAZTykAQqoBKAUQAyDgGoBBAHIBhB+NJgfNCk7KKiQA

129Gamhewage, G. (2014). An Introduction to Risk Communication.
https://www.who.int/risk-communication/introduction-to-risk-communication.pdf?ua=1
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When directed at young people, debunking strategies seem to work most effectively when they

emphasise shared humanity (e.g. an official  message that features a representative speaking

face-to-camera); allow for anonymous use (e.g. a chatbot that can be consulted privately);

and/or involve young people as active agents in fact-checking, reporting and general community

efforts. Debunking strategies appear to work less effectively when they are deployed in online

environments where users are focused on entertainment, where attempts to correct can be

perceived as off topic, combative and/or shaming.

Pre-bunking. To better prepare the public to deal with the emotional side of misinformation,

communication specialists advocate pre-bunking. Also known as social inoculation,  this134

strategy teaches users to identify potentially dangerous arguments and deconstruct them before

they gain wider public traction. Pre-bunking efforts often take the form of online games and135

quizzes with names like Spot the Troll and  Bad News, and have been proven to reduce136 137

susceptibility to misinformation across cultures. There are also a number of young people138

involved in ersatz pre-bunking operations of their own. Twitch stream Casey Neiham routinely

covers techniques of Covid-19 ‘scammers.’ International students have initiated the “I am not a

Virus” selfie campaign to make visible ethnic and national  stigmatisation during Covid-19.

Meme parodies of “questionable health guru” advice demonstrate the aestheticization of medical

misinformation on platforms like Instagram.

When directed at young people,  pre-bunking efforts seem most effective when they become

part of online socialisation processes (e.g. ability to share your score on a game or quiz.) They

are perhaps least effective when presented as parodies, which run the risk of misinterpretation,

138 Basol, M., Roozenbeek, J., & Van der Linden, S. (2020). Good News about Bad News: Gamified
Inoculation Boosts Confidence and Cognitive Immunity Against Fake News. Journal of Cognition, 3(1), 2.
https://doi.org/10.5334/joc.91

137 Bad News is at http://getbadnews.com
136 Spot the Troll is at http://spotthetroll.org

135 Compton, J., J. P., & Lijiang. (2013). Inoculation Theory. In The Sage handbook of persuasion:
Developments in theory and practice (pp. 220–237). Sage.

134 Roozenbeek, J., Linden, S. van der, & Nygren, T. (2020). Prebunking interventions based on
“inoculation” theory can reduce susceptibility to misinformation across cultures. Harvard Kennedy School
Misinformation Review, 1(2). https://doi.org/10.37016//mr-2020-008
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as happened with a Facebook meme mocking the “peppers protect against the pandemic”

rumour, which later circulated on WhatsApp as true information.139

Information activism. Information activism can be used to deliver a unified health message to

groups that may be ideologically opposed in other ways. This is the case in southern Thailand,

where youth activist group THE MOTIVE have joined forces with Malay Muslim activists the

PATHANI to create short videos that are focused on Covid-19 misinformation and hate speech

directed toward Muslims. Activism can be used to complement or supplement misinformation

monitoring efforts going on at regional or national levels. Indonesian information activists

MAFINDO maintain a rich hoax busting database. Activist identities can develop as momentary

responses to the pandemic  More Viral than the Virus is an activist movement to fight medical

misinformation begun by medical students. Sometimes, opportunities for activism present in

guises that borrow from fan culture. An example of this sort can be seen in the recent politically

inflected activities of K-pop fans.140

In general, information activism seems to be most effective with young people when it is

perceived as having a grass roots origin on the ground, or else arising as  spontaneous

response to an event (e.g. K-pop activists organising against alt-right misinformation campaigns

on Twitter.) It appears least effective when it is perceived as opportunism (often referenced as

‘clout chasing.’)141

Influencing. In the context of fighting misinformation, influence refers to the power of health

messengers to educate, activate, and where necessary, soothe an anxious population. UNICEF

emphasises the importance of providing clear communication through trusted and familiar

channels, using simple and easily digestible language -- a point to underscore, given the142

142 Social Science in Humanitarian Action. (2020). Key considerations: Online information, mis- and
disinformation in the context of COVID-19.
https://www.socialscienceinaction.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/SSHAP-Brief.Online-Information.COVI
D-19.pdf

141 What Does Clout Mean? - The Atlantic. (2019).
https://www.theatlantic.com/technology/archive/2019/12/clout-definition-meme-influencers-social-capital-y
outube/603895/

140 How K-Pop Fandom Operates as a Force for Political Activism | Time. (2020).
https://time.com/5866955/k-pop-political/

139 Abidin, C. (2020). Meme factory cultures and content pivoting in Singapore and Malaysia during
COVID-19. Harvard Kennedy School Misinformation Review, 1(3). https://doi.org/10.37016/mr-2020-031
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inability of many health organisations to meet basic literacy guidelines. Standard guidelines143

for messaging include: emphasizing benefits to the recipient; focusing on protecting others as

well as oneself; aligning with group values; appealing to scientific norms; and/or highlighting

social group approval. Given young people’s continued belief in their health exceptionalism, it144

is worth considering messaging approaches that break through what has been called the

“optimism bias,” provided these can be delivered without arousing fear or shame. Among young

people, one messaging approach that appears to resonate well is what might be called “you are

here with me” message. These generally focus on the messenger’s placement in a real-time

location (e.g. a hospital ward);  allude to relatable struggles (e.g. the livestream posted after a

long day’s work); and/or signal a groundswell of larger public opinion (e.g. the selfie with the

messenger holding a sign of some sort.)

As the rise of ‘influencer culture’ demonstrates, young people prefer messages delivered by

messengers who emphasise personal presence, in addition to institutional authority.145

Partnerships between health organisations and online influencers are now common, and

rightfully so. As UNICEF points out, “Online influencers often have economic resources and

wield socio-cultural influence, dedicate substantial time to online communication, and have the

ability and knowledge to influence algorithms. Whether they are working with an institution or146

own their own, the most effective influencers among young people  are those perceived as

funny, or speaking from authentic personal experience and/or seem to be  ‘one of us’. As147 148

illustrated by the Thai “Spokes-Sheba”  below, influencers need not even be human. The least

148 Teens and the News: The Influencers, Celebrities, and Platforms They Say Matter Most, 2020 |
Common Sense Media. (n.d.).
https://www.commonsensemedia.org/research/teens-and-the-news-the-influencers-celebrities-and-platfor
ms-they-say-matter-most-2020

147 For an analysis of nurses as influencers see Kerr, H., Booth, R., & Jackson, K. (2020). Exploring the
Characteristics and Behaviors of Nurses Who Have Attained Microcelebrity Status on Instagram: Content
Analysis. Journal of Medical Internet Research, 22(5), e16540. https://doi.org/10.2196/16540

146 UNICEF. (2020) Countering Online Misinformation Resource Pack.
https://www.unicef.org/eca/media/13636/file

145 For a general discussion of influence culture see Abidin, C. (2018). Internet Celebrity: Understanding
Fame Online. Emerald Publishing Limited.

144 Bavel,et al. (2020). Using social and behavioural science to support COVID-19 pandemic response.
Nature Human Behaviour, 4(5), 460–471. https://doi.org/10.1038/s41562-020-0884-z

143 Rodriguez, A. (n.d.). Many Americans may not comprehend COVID-19 information as agencies fail to
meet health literacy guidelines, study says. USA TODAY. Retrieved September 16, 2020, from
https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/health/2020/08/18/covid-cdc-white-house-fail-meet-health-literacy-g
uidelines/3389522001/
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effective influencers are those who seem to be appearing  out of institutional duty,  or solely for

compensation, as when an organisation hires a disinterested celebrity spokesperson to voice

their messages.

Education One of the most common responses to the rise of misinformation has been a call for

better health and media literacy, with a focus on the critical skills needed to de-bunk and

pre-bunk low quality information encountered online. For young people, education efforts are

most effective when existing media literacy curricula are updated to reflect platform, algorithmic,

and datification dynamics. They are least effective when they treat online communication as if it

were an extension of broadcast media.

While nobody would dispute its continued value, traditional media literacy  fails to engage two

truths every young person actively using social media instinctively knows. First, social media

always amplifies some voices over others, and quality of content rarely seems to figure into the

equation. Second, while it seems possible to “game” the platform (harnessing the power of

speed and popularity for one’s promotion), it is equally possible to find oneself “gamed” by the

platform—that is, abused online in ways that are worsened by algorithmic amplification.

Enter digital and data literacy. Digital literacy emphasizes the ‘doing’ side of networked

computing that encourages user behaviour in some directions and discourages it in others. Data

literacy allows users to understand how localized communications feed into global efforts to

track our behaviours online (and increasingly offline), and package these as quantifiable trends

and target markets, which are then sold to third parties like advertisers and pollsters.

In addition to digital and data literacy, education efforts may well require what might be called

“influence literacy.” When it comes to media, young people have chiefly been conceptualized as

audiences (for entertainment, for advertising, for education, etc.) and at times, as victims (of

mediated “effects,” of social panics, etc.) On social media platforms, however, a user’s greatest

value is as a producer (of information, of responses, of data, etc.) For many young people who

grow up socialized through social media, perceptions of success on platforms—and by

extension, life itself—maps to production- oriented metrics of popularity (likes, followers,

ratings), and public perceptions of personal reputation. Policymakers, educators, and health

practitioners all  require a better understanding of how young people can and do internalize

conflicting geographical and platform-specific norms as hard-to-articulate feelings of personal
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risk, reward, shame, and self-esteem. Nobody wants to encourage a young person to fight

against misinformation, only to learn they’ve risked their mental or emotional health in the

process.

Prohibitive efforts (Legislative & Platform based). As noted earlier, many countries now have

laws designed to punish users over the age of eighteen who create disinformation, and

sometimes, circulate misinformation. However, far more frequent in the lives of young people

are prohibitive efforts at the platform level. These can be generally thought of in  three

categories. Platforms can ban users, as Twitch did when it banned a game streamer making

Covid-19 denialist broadcasts, who is also the son of the current President of Brazil. Platforms

can can decide to ban content (e.g. YouTube’s recent decision to ban health misinformation

content relative to Covid-19.) They can also choose to ban a particular technology associated

with misinformation (e.g. Tik Tok’s decision to ban technologies for so-called “deep faking.” )

Nudging The last decade has marked the rise of 'nudging' practice--automated environmental

cues designed to trigger social behaviour in particular directions. Although it began online,149

(the FOGG model is frequently cited by nudge enthusiasts) nuding is now an oft-cited staple of

offline policy offerings, particularly in the field of public health. On platforms frequented by150

young people, misinformation-oriented nudges tend to take the form of automated fact-check

pop up warnings and windows. General Covid-19 related nudges show more variety: platforms

have released emojis, stickers, and even in-game ‘players’ to deliver health-related messaging,

usually sponsored by organisations like the WHO.  Among young people, nudging seems most

effective in environments where users have been primed to expect brief interruptions (e.g.

gaming platforms) or use certain tools (e.g. online stickers), and least effective when it is

perceived as too frequent, or overbearing.

Recommendations for Action

This section offers actionable insights for addressing the needs of young people in three critical

areas during the infodemic: protection, care, and inclusion.  These have been allocated

150 Ibid

149 Vlaev, I., King, D., Dolan, P., & Darzi, A. (2016). The Theory and Practice of “Nudging”: Changing
Health Behaviors. Public Administration Review, 76(4), 550–561. https://doi.org/10.1111/puar.12564
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according to four stakeholder groups: policy makers, platform owners, members of civil society

(usually in the fields of health, education, and/or activism), and researchers (usually in policy,

health, media, and/or education.)

Policy makers. To better protect young people from health misinformation as well as  possible

exploitation by extremist organisations, policy makers are urged to fortify existing education

efforts in the area of media and digital literacy by immediately adding material relating to

influence literacy. If they have not already done so, policy makers should begin to partner with

platform owners  popular with young people  to trouble-shoot forthcoming areas of concern,

such as the online gaming industry’s current lack of Covid-19 misinformation guidelines.  To

demonstrate care for their most vulnerable constituents, policy makers must ensure their

messages ‘land’ well with young people by using channels and messengers they favor--ideally

using youth ambassadors. True care requires both short-term and long term efforts, which is

why policy makers who have not yet done so are advised to initiate discussions within their

communities about how, when, and in what ways interventions might need to occur in efforts at

extremist grooming observed online that threaten local stability. Finally, policy makers

demonstrate a commitment to inclusion when they make efforts to grant young people a ‘seat at

the table’ in decisions that affect their lives, and by adopting standards of inclusive recovery for

all.151

Platform owners. To better protect young people from health-related misinformation and

politically polarising phenomena like viral conspiracy theories, platform owners must commit to

developing public trend-tracking mechanisms similar to Google’s Trend Tracker, per

recommendations of First Draft. Platforms that have not yet done so should immediately152

develop guidelines to inform users about and prohibit the spread of Covid-19 related

misinformation.  To care for their most vulnerable users and combat the rise of dangerous

polarising practices, platform owners are urged to develop more robust protocols to prohibit hate

speech and marginalising language, especially on gaming and streaming platforms. Finally,

152 Why we need a Google Trends for Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, TikTok and
Reddit.https://firstdraftnews.org/latest/data-voids-google-trends-for-facebook-instagram-twitter-tiktok-and-r
eddit/

151 SociThe Human Face of COVID-19: Six Things to Consider for an Inclusive Recovery. (n.d.). World
Bank.
https://www.worldbank.org/en/news/immersive-story/2020/10/22/the-human-face-of-covid-19-six-things-to
-consider-for-an-inclusive-recovery
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platform owners can demonstrate a commitment to civic inclusion by partnering with

organisations expressly concerned with issues like mental health, education, and youth

activism--all of whom have been on the front lines of intervening with young people--to develop

better protocols for responding to  moments of crisis.

Civil society members. Whether their focus is misinformation or elsewhere, all civil society

members working with and for young people are advised to adopt practices outlined in

UNICEF’s Practical Tips for Engaging with Adolescents During Covid-19. Additionally,153

organisations that have not already done so are urged to develop protocols about how, when,

and in what ways to intervene in observed efforts at extremist grooming of young people. Finally,

it is imperative that the next rollout of efforts like the WHO’s “Infodemic Manager” programs

have versions that train young people--ideally recruited from existing youth activist and

advocacy organisations-- to work with their adult counterparts around the world.

Researchers. To best represent young people’s experiences negotiating misinformation of all

kinds, it is imperative that researchers spend more time studying  the platforms they frequent,

and the communication practices they prefer. Transnational research is especially needed on

the following social media practices favoured by young people: deployment of visual markers of

authenticity (e.g. selfies, live streams); the global rise of influencer culture (e.g. the collapse of

beauty and health advice; the rise of denialism as free speech ); the rise of conspiracy theory

uptake among young people (ideally focused on how health-related claims 'fold' into larger

conspiracy narratives; especially within gaming culture); the global spread of meme culture

(including its local variations and its growing political economies.) Just as important,,

researchers must respect and protect young people (where feasible)  from the harm that might

come to should their images, words or videos be treated as publicly viewable, and therefore “fair

game” for study, publication, and/or circulation beyond original intention. For researchers

focused on misinformation, this commitment to protection should include a plan for when, how,

and with whom to intervene when observing  harassment, bullying, large scale weaponised ‘pile

ons’ or other sorts of aggression towards young people online. These plans are best developed

in collaboration with young researchers who are already active online in areas like platform and

153 UNICEF. (2020). Practical Tips on Engaging Adolescents-and Youth in the COVID 19 Response
https://www.unicef.org/media/66761/file/Practical-Tips-on-Engaging-Adolescents-and-Youth-in-the-COVID
-19-Response-2020.pdf
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communication studies, and could use their voices amplified.

Guiding Questions. In the interest of protecting our most vulnerable members from the

infodemic, the entirety of society would do well to ask ourselves:   Are we meeting young people

where they are, by following their preferred platforms and behaviours, or are we just speaking to

them in places and ways where we feel most comfortable? Are we taking care to balance our

responsibility to protect young people with a concern for their individual needs and voices?

Those committed to principles of care should ask: How are we ensuring that we do not

endanger young people further in our efforts to study them, or enact policies in their name?

When we encounter admissions or information that worry us how, when, and where should we

intervene? Finally, those committed to inclusion might ask: In our policies and communications,

are we talking at young people, or talking with them? What steps are we taking right now to

ensure that young people  lead the infodemic charge tomorrow?

Recommendations for Communication

This section offers actionable insights for health communications regarding Covid-19 related

information.  These have been categorised by way of messages, messengers and audiences,

with questions to guide throughout.

Messages. When crafting messages directed at young people, it is important to avoid shame

cycle and stigma dynamics. One way to do this is to avoid messages that state or imply a

blamed “you.” To foster a sense of unity, use “we” or “us.” To foster a sense of authenticity,

consider the first person “I” or “me.” When choosing where a message will appear, consider that

every platform features some technologies (e.g. filters, hashtags, split screens, etc.) that it is

known for.  To give the impression you aren’t “copy-pasting” everywhere, try to incorporate one

feature ‘native’ to that platform in your message. Also bear in mind that most people in the world

will be viewing any message sent using an Android phone. When crafting your message,

commit to clarity, limited focus, and a visual style that places the heaviest emphasis on the most

important point. Although the message should pierce the optimism bias, the most persuasive

tone will be one that balances fear with hope. When deciding when (or if) a message should be

released, it may be wise to consider the Media Manipulation Lifecycle.
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Messengers. One common way to signal authenticity to young people is to personalise official

messaging through spokespeople, using formats like, “I am X from organisation Z.” Another way

is to partner with outside messengers, ideally from competing factions, to deliver a unified

message. Messengers tend to deliver messages in  three sorts of venues: on official channels

solely focused on organisational communication (e.g. the official WHO account on Twitter); over

‘home’ channels on  ‘home’ platforms (e.g. an Instagram influencer who embeds WHO health

messaging into overall lifestyle communications); or through online/offline channels (e.g. a youth

activist who delivers WHO messaging to residents of a refugee camp.) Among young people,

the most trusted messengers are those who are perceived as “authentic.” There are a range of

ways this can be achieved: via testimony, through humour, using ‘you are here’ strategies like

first person address, etc. It is worth noting that the more visibility a message or messenger

receives, the more liable it becomes for hijacking, weaponsation, and other activities described

in the Social Media Shame Cycle. When deciding when to engage messengers to directly rebut

misinformation, it can be useful to consult the Media Manipulation LifeCycle.  To assist

influencers with Covid-19 oriented messaging, be sure to consult Best Practices Guidelines

developed by Pathos Labs. Should constant intervention be required, consider partnering with154

a platform to issue periodic nudges toward desired information spreading practices.

Audiences. Young people aren’t monoliths. Rather than hoping to reach everyone young, drill

down more deeply into specific age brackets or identifications like gender, race, language, etc.

To reach ‘follower’ communities, consider partnering with popular influencers on each platform.

To reach algorithmically generated communities, consider developing ‘tracking accounts’ to

trace taste identifications in music, fashion, and humour. When deciding when to engage young

audiences, consider using tools like Google trends.

Questions worth asking. Have we crafted a message that breaks through the optimism bias?

Have we avoided shame cycle dynamics? Would someone viewing this message understand

why it appears at this time, on this platform? Are we signalling that our messages are genuine,

and our messengers can be trusted? Are our messengers appearing in the right places and at

the right times to get our message across? Do we understand the main identifications of the

154 See https://www.pathoslabs.org/research
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cohort we are trying to reach? What platform tracking technologies are we using to ensure this?

APPENDIX

1. Methodology

The recommendations contained in this policy brief are built upon the research of Theresa M.

Senft, PhD, Senior Lecturer in Media, Music, Communication & Cultural Studies at Macquarie

University in Sydney, Australia. Dr. Senft takes an interdisciplinary approach to researching the

impact of technology on society, situating her work at the nexus of gender, race, visual culture

and Critical Internet Studies.

Observations on young people have been derived using methods of digital investigative

ethnography. In the detection phase, behaviors are observed across different websites and

social media platforms. Evidence of patterns of behavior are documented through privately held

screenshots, and where necessary, screen recordings for deeper analysis. Reflections are then

crowd sourced  from organisations like the Selfie Researchers Network in order to gain global155

perspectives on practices from areas where English is not the dominant language. Where

observed behaviors raise issues connected to safety, trust, risk, or harm (e.g., social media

weaponization, harassment, bullying, stigmatizing, sexual or extremist grooming), crowd

sourced guidance is obtained from representatives of the Association of Internet Researchers

Ethics Committee.156

In the analysis phase, patterns of behavior are considered by way of the Influence Ecosphere

framework, the Ideological Communication Circuit framework, and the Social Media Shame

Cycle. Patterned after models of persuasive computing and ‘emotional AI” these three

frameworks describe how digital platforms work to transform personal and social emotions into

self-reinforcing informational flows that can be observed (although not completely, due to the

proprietary nature of platform technologies.) When it appears necessary for the public good that

156 See http://aoir.org
155 See http://selfieresearchers.org
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these flows be altered, (e.g., when behaving as an educator in an online classroom where a

student appears at risk) the Social Media Risk Management Matrix is consulted.

These frameworks were developed to give common frames for journalists, researchers,

technologists, and members of civil society to understand the impacts of persuasive computing

environments on youth identity, community formation, and ideological pooling. The policy

recommendations in this document have been informed by a literature review of research

conducted by organisations explicitly focused on the following areas:

● Protecting and empowering young people

(e.g. UNICEF; Save the Children)

● Measuring young people’s attitudes regarding Covid-19

(e.g. King’s College; Youth Insight)

● Reporting young people’s patterns of social media use

(e.g. Global Web Index;  App Annie )

● Evaluating young people’s attitudes toward social media

(eg. Pew Center; Common Sense; Axios)

● Fighting misinformation

(e.g. The Shorenstein Center; Data & Society; First Draft; Reboot Pathos Labs)

● Evaluating the role of social and behavioural science during Covid-19

(e.g. Social Science in Humanitarian Action; Campaign for Social Science)

The frameworks discussed in this brief have been reviewed by professionals in the fields of risk

communication and media studies, as well as experts in the health field, including the CDC and

WHO.  Feedback from these reviews has been incorporated into each framework.
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2. The Disordered Ecosphere

3. Agents of Dis and Misinformation
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3. Young People: Policy & Industry Definitions

4. Young People:  Platforms & Laws
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5. Young People: Attitudes
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10.  Recommendations for Action
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12. Reconfiguring Health Information Literacy

:Health Information Literacy, current state

:Health Information Literacy,revised
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